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Abstract
This paper analyzes the word association test and discusses whether that method should be
included in the process of construction of searching thesauri. The first part of the paper
describes the searching thesaurus: its definition and function in information retrieval. In the next
part the methodology of the word association test is described and discussed in relation to
thesaurus construction. The focus of the investigation is on whether the association test is
suitable for identification of the specific language use of a limited user group and for
identification of synonyms and near-synonyms. The results of three projects, concerning the use
of the word association test for thesaurus construction, are reported. It is concluded that the test
is a valuable method in the methodology of thesaurus construction. The association test
elucidates the use of language of a specific, limited user group and identifies relevant
relationships between words. The test, however, does not reveal the context and meaning of the
analyzed words. It is thus recommended that the word association test is combined with more
qualitative methods.
Background
A thesaurus is a compilation of terms showing synonymous, hierarchical, and other
relationships and dependencies. Its function is to provide a standardized, controlled
vocabulary to facilitate information storage and retrieval. A typical problem of
information retrieval is that one concept might be expressed by many different words
(synonyms): Authors, indexers and searchers tend to use a great variety of words to
refer to the same thing (Bates, 1986; Blair, 1986). The main purpose of the thesaurus is
to guide and provide security in retrieval.
Traditionally, the terminological control in a thesaurus is achieved in various ways. The
terms are controlled morphologically, a choice is made between two or more synonyms,
and decisions are made on whether to admit proper nouns, and in what form. The
meaning of the terms, which in a dictionary might be accompanied by illustrations of
different usage, is often restricted to the meaning appropriate for the purposes of a
particular thesaurus. The restriction is indicated in a thesaurus by the addition of scope
notes and qualifying phrases.
Special types of thesauri exist, and during the eighties several researchers (Bates,
1986, Piternick, 1984, Lancaster, 1986) introduced the concept of a searching
thesaurus. This type of thesaurus, also called end-user thesaurus, is regarded as a
search only vocabulary rather than an indexing vocabulary. The searching thesaurus is
supposed to be a specialized tool in the process of defining and formulating the search
request and query.
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